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Presidential Address, Northern Ireland Branch British Medical Association
"ARTHUR does not seem to have been brilliant at school, and at one time it seemed
likely that he would spend his life working on the farm, but after he had started
as a me(lical studenit his powers developed quickly." Ihese words are taken from
the appreciation of Sir Arthur Keith, written by Dr. Maurice Campbell in a recent
number of the British Heart Journial. TIhe reasoni why I quote them here at the
beginning of this paper is that they seem to strike a familiar note. How often has
it been written of someone who achieved (leservecl fame in later life that he was
not brilliant at school? And this leads us at once to the unsolved problem of how
best to choose from the swarming applicants those who are the most likely to
become good doctors. You will have noted that it was after Arthur Keith started
as a medical student that his powers (levelope(l quickly. I like Dr. Maurice
Campbell's instinctive choice of the word "powers," for it reminds me of the
motto of the University of Bristol, which gives in three short words the true
function of a university: VIM PROMOVET INSITrAM. "It enhances the
inherent power." In the selection of students, therefore, the first requirement
appears to be to discover whether there is an inherent power already present and
awaiting development. Here in Northern Ireland the problem has, at any rate
until now, been less acute than in some other places. I am informed that the
Medical School here can cope with the numbers of boys and girls of the school-
leaving age who have been able to negotiate one or other of the academic hurdles
which represent the entrance gate to the University, and also to find room for a
few suitable candidates from elsewhere who have associations with Queen's and
with Ulster, together with a small number of students coming from more distant
parts of the Commonwealth who are recommended by the Colonial Office. Entrance
to universities in general, and to the Queen's University in particular, does not
become any easier as the years pass, and it will soon be required of the entrant that
he will present his Senior Certificate decorated with two passes at advanced level;
Much has been written, and much more will be written, about the scholastic
education of the would-be medical student. Some urge the importance of a broadly-
based education, preferably on the foundation stones of Latin an(d Greek, and that
this is more important than a smattering of physics and chemistry with the some-
what limited biology which can be taught in schools. Others feel that the later
school years should be devoted mainly to scientific subjects, and would even grant
exemption to the time-honoured first medical examination in botany, zoology,
chemistry, and physics to those who have attained a sufficiently high standard at
school. In his delightful book, "Medical Students and the Medical Sciences,"
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characteristics of the ideal medical student, attempts which have often ended in an
atmosphere of unreality. Such a creature is a chimera, half man, half god." He
goes on to quote Professor Samson Wright : "We all knoxv the ideal student, tall,
handsome, of great personal integrity, beautiful manner, cultured, highly in-
telligent, a tireless worker-, goo(d with his hands, skilful in exposition, a good mixer,
athletic, devoting his spare time to extra-mural activities, with a good family
backg,round, and so on an(d so forth." Sinclair adds: "None of us has seen such
a man, vet the selection committees persist in trying to admit him."
A great deal of attention has been paid to this subject in America, and one of the
most interesting comments is that of Dr. A. E. Severinghaus, xvhose Admission
Committee in New York has admitted 1,600 of 25,000 applicants: "It is relatively
simple to outline the qualifications wvhich an applicant for medical school should
have, but it is diflicult to devise ways and means xvhereby xve discover the presence
or absence of some of these qualities. It is even more difficult to describe for
someone else how we attempt to discover them. Let me illustrate. I look for a
quality which, for want of a better term, I call 'warmth-.' I feel reasonably certain
that I can (liscover it when it is present or detect its absence. But I would feel
wholly unequal to trying to say how I arrive at a decision in the matter." When I
read this I won(lered whether Severinghaus had not been thinking of Hippocrates'
old familiar words : "Where there is love of humanity there is love of the art."
In his educational number last year the Editor of the British Medical Journal
was perhaps a little sententious, but he was very near the mark when he said:
"It matters little xvhat pattern of specialised pre-medical training the applicant
has received, provided he has been truly educated and has the ability to think for
himself, nor should it matter too much whether he possesses all the ideal personality
traits, so long as he has a real sense of vocation and aims at professional achieve-
ment and not financial g-ain or social security." One might perhaps ask, "Who can
define true education?" andl whether there is not, perhaps, too selfish a note in
"professional achievement." The Editor is right, however, in stating that the
pattern matters little. It is probably advisable that the medical student should
know some Latin, and it would be nice if he could knoxv some Greek. A modern
language is requiredl by the authorities, but they wisely decline to specify which one.
Many medical journals are now so mathemnatical as to be far beyond the ken of
those who, like myself, are tone-deaf to mathematics. 'Fhe recent xvave of bio-
chemistry which has engulfed the wards makes one realise that our acolyte must
bring with him a sounder knowldege of chemistry than I had when I was a young
fellow. The number of subjects wlhich have been suggested does not lessen; the
Editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association suggests that English
composition, psychology, and physiology should find a place in pre-medical training
as fully as physics, mathematics, and chemistry.
There are places in the temple of .iEsculapius for servants with many and diverse
gifts. As Sinclair has put it rather neatly, "The student can become a malariologist,
a statistician, a p-ediatrician or a biologist, a surgeon or a journalist."
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a reasonable standard of general education, comparable with that demanded for
admission to any other learned profession, and I think that the first year in medicine
should remain much as it formerly was: physics, chemistry, and biology, but
taught in a special way. I feel that if these subjects were taught as expositions of
scientific methods, without the imposition of so many inessential facts, there would
be ample time for the student to continue his general education. In Trinity College,
Dublin, he takes a (legree in Arts during his pre-clinical years, thus maintaining
and improving his knowledge of English, of a modern language, and some other
subject such as logic, economics, or public administration, as may be most congenial
to him. At this stage he might be given some elementary instruction in the
compilation and interpretation of statistics; and he might even be shown a slidle-rule
and told what can be done with it. On a lower plane, he might learn shorthand or
preferably typewriting. TFhere is, however, the danger that we forget that even
medical students have been known to find things out for themselves, though some
people seem to think that students never learn anything except in an organised
course of instruction, preferably given by a specialist in that subject.
Wiith the wider conzcepts of scientific processes there must be interwoven the
collection of percepts. It is not enough that the student should learn from what
others have conceived as the result of what they in turn have laboriously learnt to
perceive. He must himself retread some at least of the steps of the journey. He
must see things for himself, collecting percepts, in order that he may appreciate
the significance of concepts. Sir Richard Livingstone has placed on record his
own experience in these words: "I can see no use in being taught, as I was, the
elements of chemistry and physics, without ever having an idea of their meaning
and use, or any conception of the fascinating truth that you can transform things
by analysing them into their constituent elements." If, by some juggling with a
time-machine, we could have allowed young Livingstone to listen to the six lectures
given to first-year medical students this year by his successor, Dr. Eric Ashby,
the world might have unwittingly exchanged a distinguished scholar for an equally
distinguished scientist.
Much is written nowadays about mental or academic disciplines, by which I
suppose is meant bringing up the mind in the way it should go, so that when it is
old it will not depart from it. It may be a discipline to the nose to dissect a dogfish
in a laboratory with roof windows on a summer afternoon, but it is not truly a
mental discipline if one does it merely to be able to score 50 per cent. in zoology.
And, speaking of zoology, how well I remember the emphasis with which our own
dear Professor deplored that "year after year he had the utmost difficulty in getting
students to remember that the leech had seventeen pairs of segmental nephridia."
Looking back over forty-eight years, I now realise how right they were to decline
to burden their memories with so sterile a statistic. Now I find it hard to remember
what a nephridium looked like, but I cannot forget that the leech had seventeen
pairs of them. I also remember with gratitude and affection Professor Gregg
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benches, but of the acolyte "leeches" who dissected them.
During the past fewv years many pious thoughts have been expressed about the
lightening of the present medical curriculum, which, as Sir Henry Cohen says
"Too often merits the phrase which Cromwell used of the laws of England: 'a
tortuous, ungodly jungle.' " It is sometimes difficult to see what practical steps
have yet been taken to lighten the curriculum in these days of ever-widening
knowledge and ever-increasing specialisation. I think that the time has come when
medicine should be regarded as an integrated system rather than a haphazard
concatenation of diverse subjects. Some valuable suggestions have been made to
this end, and to my mind one of the most valuable is that outlined by Professor
O'Meara of Dublin, whose paper, published in the Lanicet of 22nd January, I would
commend to you. He considers that the first-year medical student should be taught
chemistry from a more definitely medical point of view, and expresses the need for
a clearly defined course "on which a standard textbook should be written. The
textbook would be like no existing textbook in chemistry. . It would give in
simple terms the more important points in clhemical theory, followed by a special
treatment of inorganic chemistry based upon the periodic table. Thence it would
proceed to organic chemistry, . . . presenting the student with a consecutive and
logical exposition of the subject....rhe book would be further embellished by a
section on elementary physical chemistry in relation to medicine. A similar pattern
is suggested for physics, on which subject attention could be focused from a
medical point of view." If Professor O'Meara's ideas are to be implemented, it
would mean, I think, that first-year medical students would have an almost
completely separate course from that set for science students, not only in physics
and in chemistry, but in biology as well. A similar suggestion with regard to physics
is made by Professor H. C. Burger of Utrecht, who suggests "that pure physics
must be taught at school, and on this groundwork a course of medical physics at
the university must be basedl. The teacher must be a research worker in medical
physics in close relation with the medical world, and his teaching must extend
throughout the whole study from beginning to end." Similarly, first-year chemistry
would be part of a harmonious vhole, and not separated from the bio-chemistry
of pre-clinical years or the collaboration of the bio-chemical investigations carried
out in the hospital at the request of the clinicians. Professor WV. WV. W\resterfield
has expressed one aspect of the matter clearly when he said that "the greatest
weakness in bio-chemical training for the medical student to-day lies in the area
of tying together the clinical problems xvith the applicable fundamentals of bio-
chemistry. TIhis is due in part to the fact that many really good clinical teachers do
not know enough bio,chemistry to feel at ease in talking about it before a group
of students whose exposure has been more recent." A parallel suggestion to that
of Dr. O'Meara is made by Professor Zuckerman, the anatomist, and Professor
Golding, the physiologist, of the University of Birmingham, who urge the re-
integration of anatomy and physiology, and I understand that this policy is already
in use in Birmingham with excellent results.
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I believe, successfully begun, in our own medical school. One primary difficulty
has been to determine the length and the content of the introductory clinical course.
'Ihis is intended to be the bridge over which the student may be said to pass from
science to medicine. If Dr. O'Meara is right, and I believe he is, he should carry
his medical science with him all the way. The General Medical Council suggests
that this introductory clinical course may be completed in three months, and that
its aims are (1) to help students in their adjustment to new conditions of work and
study; (2) to show them the relation to clinical studies of their earlier study of the
human body; (3) to encourage them to carry methods of scientific thought and
criticism into clinical work; and (4) to assist them to acquire without loss of time
the ability to observe and to interpret the physical signs of disease. Following this
introductory course, the combined clinical courses, instituted here in 1950, are a
logical step in this process of integration. Pathology is taught pari passu with
medicine, surgery, and obstetrics, and, as Professor Biggart emphasised, pathology
is now recognised as literally the science of disease, not merely as morbid anatomy
or the manifestations of past disease in bodies already dead. By this method
students are taught about diseases as they are seen by the pathologist, the
physician, the surgeon. Perhaps the best example is that of heart disease, where
the padiatrician, the bacteriologist, the pathologist, the cardiologist, the thoracic
surgeon, and the obstetrician have each so much to say; but the principle is of
increasingly wiide application, and I do think it should help the student, especially
if the teachers collaborate beforehand to avoid needless repetition-or contradiction.
'I'his integrating policy is to my mind the ideal one in reshaping the curriculum,
and the focal point of integration must be the patient surrounded by his family.
"Hoc noscomium wgrotis et arti medica sacrum." Not only the hospital, but the
whole faculty or brotherhood of medicine must put the sick man first, and the art-
or science-of medicine is only a means to that end. It is interesting and
encouraging to see the growth of the concept known as Social Medicine. When I
was a junior student we were taught "Sanitary Science." Later the name was
changed to "Hygiene," and now metamorphosis has created "Social Medicine."
This is a most welcome development, but I cannot help feeling that a department
of social medicine must not be regarded as just another speciality, but as part of
the integrated art and science of medicine. TIhe individual care of the patient and
of his family is the primary concern of the clinician, and cannot be completely
relegated to the department of social medicine or its energetic and helpful allies,
the almoners. I am glad, however, that the General Medical Council does not make
any recommendation for the inclusion of social medicine as a pre-clinical subject,
and I am also glad that the professional examination in this subject is not to be
taken at the same time as the major subjects of the already overloaded Final.
Almost as a parallel to the increasing importance of social medicine is the
increasing stress laid upon psychology, and I deprecate the suggestion that this,
too, should be a pre-clinical subject. As Sir Geoffrey Jefferson has put it: "Although
it is important that the doctor should know his patients, I am not in favour of the
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helpful psychiatrists under .50 years of age, and I would not be surprised if they
were best at 60 or 70. It takes us about fifty years to find out what sort of men
we are ourselves. I have heard it said that in some medical schools the emphasis
is on psychiatry and bio-chemistry, these being regarded as the golden keys to
knowle(dge. Human nature and its ills are not so easily resolved into two
components; if a patient's bio-chemistry is normal and he is not mad, he may still
have a bad cold or an early cancer."
'T'llere has been much debate of recent years about the position of paediatrics in
the medical curriculum. In some medical schools it looms almost as large in the
final examination as medicine itself. My own view of the matter is exactly
expressedl by Professor Alan Monerieff: "Now that as a subject it has a sure
place, I dloubt if the final examination need include pwediatrics. It would be a
slightly less onerous burden, and students might retain a faintly higher regard for
it.... If pwdiatrics is still to be included I favour its inclusion in a general way
with the internal medicine examination, with a question or so in the paper, and the
help of pwdiatricians in the final examination. They should, however, examine as
general physicians, and not in too specialised a capacity." This exactly describes
the position in Belfast.
With this necessarily brief review of some recent developments, I think it will
be agreed that the Belfast Medical School is imbued with a modern and progressive
spirit. Changes are not always for the best, and many changes made in recent
years still give rise to misgivings. As it says in the Preface to the Book of Common
Prayer, written in 1662: "For as on the one side common experience sheweth that
where change hath been made of things advisedly established, no evident necessity
so requiring, sundry inconveniences have thereupon ensued; and those many times
more, and greater than the evils that were intended to be remedied by such
change." Is it possible that ouLr recent enactmenits will wear as well in the next
three lhuncdre(d years as the 13cook of Common Prayer has for the past three
hundred ?
It must not be forgotten that, in recent years, English and Scottish schools are
beginning to realise that the most important part of students' training is the
resident pupilship, which with us is even older than the medical school or tlle
university, having been begun in 1820.
Personally, I regret that the modern tendency is to cater for only one month's
residence in a medical and in a surgical ward. These periods are too short, not
only because these are the two great subjects, but because in four weeks the pupil
will not be able to follow the course of any but the shortest illness of his patients.
I suggest that during his pupilship the student should be given a short course of
instruction in ordinary nursing procedures, and in certain first-aid techniques,
notably resuscitation measures. Also, I suggest that the pupil should be invited to
make the ward where he does his first pupilship his hospital base for his whole
undergraduate clinical course, coming back to it as frequently as he can, daily if
possible, to make it, if I may borrow a musical simile, the "continuo" or the basic
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Ktheme in the strange clinical opera. I amil glad to think that man} stucdents do this
spontaneously if not by invitation. TIhe real dliffiCultV of the stu(lent is expressed
very wxell in the F?iftV-fourth Ainnual Report on IMedical Elducation in U.S.A\. and
Canada. "'StuLdenits have been assigned to a few ,xeeks in medicine, similar
periods in surgery, p,cdiatrics, obstetrics, and gyn<acology. Then, in rapidl
successioni, assignments carry the student throtugh such specialties as clinical
pathology, dermatology, neurology, psychiatry, ophthalmology, otology, ortho-
p<edics, urology, and so on. Suclh a kaleidoscopic experience has lacked continuity
of patient care throughout even a single illness, and makles it difficult to develop
the sense of responsibility for the patient as a person, wrhich is one of the major
objectives in medical educationi."
TIhe student of to-day has manv privileges unknown in the lifetime of many of us.
The great Institutes of Pathology and of Clinical Science provide a "domus
medica" comparable with any in the world, and students are quick to make use
of the advantage of having the medical library housed therein. Another tremendous
advance has been made in the creation of the Student Health Service under the
care of Dr. WVilson Johnston. This, too, is favourably comparable with anything
of its kind. The men's hostel has been enlarged and students' lodgings are
inspected, approved, an(d catalogued with many statistical data. There is a plan
for a new Students' Union to replace the overcrovdeed one. Again the provision of
good playing fields at Cherryvale and of the Rowing Club on the Lagan has come
about within recent years, and the Officers' Training Corps and the University
.Xir Squadron provide a form of recreation invaluable in the event of war and
educative in peace. Last, but by no means least, the Deans of Residences of the
various religious denominations are much more alive than their predecessors of
forty vears ago. Before we leave our students we must ask ourselves, "What are
we e(lucating them to be?" I am afraid that it is no longer possible to say that
we are educating them to be good general practitioners, partly because their
teachers know little or nothing of general practice, and partly because it has become
a special form of practice which must be founded on general basic principles and
appropriate post-graduate study. The B.M.A. Curriculum Committee has expressed
the view that "The undergraduate medical course shouldl be primarily concerned
with the training in those basic principles of medicine which are the necessary
foundation for all forms of medical practice." But the question implies something
more than this: Are we to train them to take their place as members of an ancient,
honourable, and learned profession, as citizens bearing with grace, dignity, and
courage grave and important responsibilities in peace and war, or shall we, in our
own time, surrender this independence of medicine so fully that we must regard
the doctors of the future as little better than R.A.F. police-dogs, obeying with
tail-wagging docility the curt demands of their administrative handlers? This
question may be regarded as a sombre and a cvnical one, but I would remind you
that there are persons who would like to see doctors (lisplaced from all boards or
committees a(lministering not only hospital but family practice, and I trust that
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citizens to see that their medicine is a(lministered by doctors, and it is our dluty
to preserve for our successors what freedom is left to us.
Ihe title of this paper was "Students and Teachers," and I have left myself
but little time to discuss the latter part. If Dr. Severinghaus is right, that he seeks
for the quality of warmth in the pupil, what qualities should be looked for in his
teaclhers? I suggest that they are three in number: vitality, veracity, and variety.
Ihe first is essential. TIhe teacher must obviously be alive, and must convey this
living quality to his subject. Academic automatism merges into rigor mortis. You
have heard of the dream of the professor? He dreamt he was lecturing to his class.
He woke up, and he wvas lecturing to his class. (This is an American story, so I
suppose he was anI American professor.) How different is such a one from Noah
Mlorris's celebratedl description: "WWhen a clinical lecturer has finished giving a
clinical lecture to a class of students, he should be in a state of mental exhilaration
and physical exhaustion." Partly for the sake of alliteration I have used the term
veracity, but it must include sincerity. In medicine the teacher cannot be sure
thalt, like the theologian, he is preacling the eternal verities, because in medicine
the vrerities have a trick of changing, but he must try, to tell the truth as he sees it.
It has been debated whether there is such a character as the born teacher, and
certainly some people can present their ideas more clearly, logically, and forcibly
than others. I once said to Professor Biggart that teaching is like throwing mud,
that some of it sticks, and that some teachers can make their mud stickier than
others. He agreed, but said that he likedl to rub their faces in it !
In a multitude of counsellors there is wisdomii. WVe, in our time, were blessed by
the logic of Lindsay, the Scottish thoroughness of the Milroys, the sturdiness of
Sm -inigton, the scintillation of Synmmners, the fearlessness of Fullerton, the dramatic
quality of W\Vhitla, to mention but a few of the great ones. XVe may remember but
little of xwhat they said, but we treaIsure the imemory of what they were, for students
see their teachers wNith a penetrating gaze. \With the naive assurance of youth we
knew them, and their briglhtness is not tarnished by our present certainty that they
were not alwxays right in wlvat they taught us or iII their methods of teaching.
A/Iost people agree that the medical schools of the United IKingdomI Ilmust retain
their own traditions and characteristics. \Ve like to think that we have (lone so
here, and one of our characteristics is that in the past we always welcomed teachers
from other schools, absorbing them into our own substance and gaining strength
fronm them. At present eleven of our fifteen proiessors who teach medical students
come from other sclhools. It would be dreadful if all, especially clinical teachers,
were stamped in the same mould, or even in too similar moulds from different mints.
In a delightful article on Showmanship in Medical TIeaching, Dr. W\ralter Freeman
writes : "Like an actor, the successful teacher develops certain idiosyncrasies that
set him apart from his colleagues. He may affect loud ties or a carnation in his
buttonhole, or even grow a beard. An old rattle-trap of a car may be just as
ostentatious as a super-duper."
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discover them too late to cure them. If only our wives could be invisibly present-
they are so much more candid than registrars or housemen. Looking back on my
own efforts, I now realise so many faults that I blush to think of them. One of the
worst was to try to tell students too much ! I was so worried lest I should leave
some important point unmentioned-as if the creatures would never hear anotlher
lecture on that same theme, God help them !
I have no timne to discuss the various aids to teaching, but I would say that clear,
audible speechl is the first requisite. I doubt wlhether a multiplicity of lantern
slides is an advantage. Tlhc exposure of the student to too many auditory and visual
stimuli in rapid succession is frequentLly the cause of mental dyspepsia. Lantern
slides of written matter should contain so few words andl so clearly displayed as to
be readlily visible from the back rows. The cinemna film should be an occasional
treat, rather than a daily habit. I am old-fashioned enouglh to believe that lectures
are useful, but they should not lhc merely classes in dictation. I think the best
method is to provide a typed synopsis for eaclh student, preferably typed on one
side of the pacge only, leaving the other si(le for his own annotations, or for doodles,
or simple games such as noughts and crosses.
Much has been written about the selection of students: too little has been (lone
about the selection of teachers. At selection commillittees lor posts in teachiln),
hospitals foggy questions are asked about the numiber of babies tlle candidlate has,
and how many papers he lhas publislhed, ancl wlhetlher lhe ould rather play golf or
go fishing, as if procreation, publication, and putting(, wvere the principal prodromata
of promotion. For teaching hospital appointmients the candidate's aptitude or gift
for sharing his knowledge should be a very imporLant criterion, though not the
most important one.
I have certain views on the examination-especially the final examination-of
medical students, which may be briefly expressed in the following "creed"
I BELIEVE-
'I'hat the Recommendations of the General Medical Council are acceptable, and
that they are closely followed in our own Medical School;
That examination papers should follow the time-honoured pattern, and that the
introduction of the American voting-paper kind is not necessary or
advantageous;
T'hat the answer to each written question should be corrected by the examiner
who set it. (This is the case in Belfast.);
'I'hat marks should be awarded out of the full quota of marks allotted for each
portion of the examination, i.e., if an examiner feels that a candidate has
answtered a question as well as a student could possibly be expected to
answer it, he should not hesitate to mark that answer 100 per cent.,
dlisregarding any mark already allotted for any other question;
100TIliat the system of "close marking," i.e., giving a mark only a little above
the basic requiremiienit, is not desirable, especially in university examinations.
(It is only applicable in "pass or fail" examinations, e.g., for Membership
or Fellowship, and even in these it may be misleading.);
TIhat examiners should remember that their function is not only the elimination
of those unfit to pass, but that it is of almiiost equal importance to recognise
the student wNho is better than hiis fellows;
lhat everv oral examiiiner shoul(d actively remin(d himself that his candidate is
expected to carry in his mind many tlhousand facts and immediately to
produce any of these on demand;
I'hat marks should be allotted having regard to the possible award of 1st or of
2nd class honours;
TIhat out of ever\ one hundredl stu(lents there are likely to be about five who
are worth) of honours-if the examiners know their job well enough to
recognise them;
That an honours degree may well be of the utmost importance in a young
dloctor's career, and a stimulus to further effort to excel;
And, finallv, I believe that Dr. Herbert Morley Fletclher was sincere when he
saidl that the Quecn's MI.B. examination was the best organised "final" in
the Unitecd Kingdom, and, for my owvn part, I do not know of a better or
a fairer onlC.
Sir Henry Dale once said: "I am only too well aware that this tendency to
reminiscence and prediction . . . is apt to become a tiresome addiction, a disease
of occupation, or perhaps I ought to say, of retirement, in those who have entered
life's later years."
I began this paper with a quotation from Dr. Maurice Campbell's appreciation
of Sir Arthur Keith. I should like to end it with another quotation from it, but
in this case the words are those of Sir John Parkinson about his old friend,
Sir Arthur: ". . . As a teacher he was persuasive, rather than didactic, and his
contact with us was personal, indeed, fatherly. He won you to learning anatomy,
in that he never seemed to deal out information, but rather to accompany you in
the search for an understanding of it."
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